and I venture to suggest that all his hymns could well be done without except 0 Purest of Creatures and Faith:of Our Fathers. Perhaps I speak without the book, but even on second thoughts I cannot recall any indispensable hymns of his except that on St.
Benedict. Would that he had always wrought up to this standard ! But he set bad headlines for worse men and women than himself. Not only this, but he shelved Caswall and obscured Newman. Now Caswall was our best translator, of distinctly higher quality than Neale (who is not " ours '7, and some of his original hymns, e.g. Joy, joy, the Mother comes, are models of what is wanted. I do not for a moment admit that he reaches the heights of Newman, but he is better than anyone else I know of, after Matthew Bridges. And only after Matthew Bridges at his best.
The case for translated hymns is that they give the best models to the originator of solemn song. The Latin originals in use in the liturgy have passed through the fine sieve of many centuries and innumerable trained minds, so that we heirs of the ages inherit their well-pondered and right worshipful judgment in this matter. But translators' ways are unsearchable. Why, for instance, did both Neale and Caswall insist on translating the VexiZZa Regis, when the martyrchurch of this country sang its own version in the very fires of persecution, always increasing the beauty of its recension for a full century and a half ? This is a version more beautiful than the original, yet the thing keeps on being translated by all and sundry. Not only are the translations made, they are even published. And the Westminster Hymnal, for sentimental reasons, inserts a bad version of a certain hymn just when the best and only true one was gaining ground. Is there any finality, or any unquestionable court to settle these very vexing questions ?
Now here is a case in point for which, not being dead yet, I crave some tolerant treatment. Not in the first boiling-over of zeal, but after acquiring a little saddening wisdom at my own and others' expense, I
set to produce a version of the most difficult perhaps of all liturgical hymns, not in ignorance of former translations, but in conscious and conscientious emulation. Habetis confitentem reum ! Caswall's version is easily the best : Neale is not himself here, and is scarcely literary. But neither has any female rhymes (small blame to them), and I do not think that Caswall, with his much superior music, meant it to be sung. I did and do mean this version for places where they sing, and I may say that not the rhyme and the metre are the real trouble, but the poise and balance of the line. Neale starts with shortness of breath, and so does Caswall. Caswall recovers, but Neale gets worse : 
